DEBATE

The EMBRASO planning forum for the year 2018-2019 was conducted the programme on debate in 24/08/2018.

The topic is “population growth is blessing or curse for economic development”. Our principal Dr. Smt. M. Malarvizhi presided over the meeting.

Dr. Smt. M. Balarani M.A, Ph.D., SET Asst. professor in Tamil Department she was the judge in this debate our department student are participated in the debate G. Abirami III-B.A. Economics, T. Kulavaimozhi III-B.A. Economics, S. Ramalakshmi III- B.A. Economics they are argue for blessing.

K.M. Keerthika III- B.A. Economics, V.Arasammal III-B.A. Economics, P. Jegatheeswari I- B.A. Economics is they are argue for curse. The debate was came to end with over college song and Shanthi prayer.